
We Make Semi-finished Components.
Out of optical glass, filter glass, synthetic quartz glass 

and specialty glasses or glass ceramics.

Express Glass Services

Express Glass Services



Docter Optics Express Glass Services has become a European
institution. Our specialty – fast, reliable delivery of semi-finished
products, prototypes and pre-production series or small runs in an
impressive variety of different type of glass. Over the years, we’ve
developed the special techniques and equipment it takes to meet
our customers’ needs when it comes to semi-finished products. We
regularly process optical glass, filter glass, synthetic quartz glass,
borosilicate glass and glass ceramics as well as specialty glasses
from our exhaustive inventory.

Take us at our word!

EGS
Express Glass Services



48hours

Tuesday, 9:30 a.m.: Receipt of order for the pro-
duction of a prototype for a free-form lens from a
CAD file. Material: Corning 7980 quartz glass.
12:30 p.m.: Inspection of CAD file. 1:00 p.m.: Inven-
tory checked for Corning 7980. 2:00 p.m.: Reply to
customer with confirmation of deadline. 3.00 p.m.:
Blank jet cut from boule of Corning 7980. 3:30 p.m.:

Order entered in production plan for 5-axis CNC
machining center for Wednesday at 12:00 noon.
Wednesday, 2:00 p.m.: Completion of component,
quality control, optical confirmation of dimensio-
nal compliance. 3:00 p.m.: Semi-finished product
packed and ready for collection by messenger
service. Thursday, 9:30 a.m.: Delivery to customer.

From receipt of your order to s hipment.

Original size: h = 125 mm



5 -Axis CNC

A new definition in technology for machining glass

Original size: 403 x 170 x 63 mm

The performance profile for our advanced
5-axis glass machining centers: automated
CNC turning, milling, boring and polishing of
virtually all specialty glass, quartz and ceramic
materials we stock. 

This calls for a level of versatility that conven-
tional machining centers cannot offer. And that
explains why we have partnered with vendors
to develop the programs, technology and equip-

ment that enable us to process the materials
mentioned above, many of which present
special challenges. 

Thanks to the experience and expertise acqui-
red in the course of our development work, we
can supply our customers with semi-finished
products that feature complex geometries and
exceptional precision.



1,10 or133
Automation and efficiency

Original size: 76 x 80 x 12 mm

Automation enhances efficiency, and that’s what
EGS is known for.

That means our customers can keep their own
operational outlays to a minimum. EGS can
supply the right semi-finished products for any

application – as prototypes, in limited number or
in small series – no matter what the desired
material or degree of difficulty.

When it comes down to the bottom line, our cus-
tomers can concentrate on their core compe-
tencies.



1.000
to1mm

Original size: 190 x 211 x 20 mm

Micro meets macro
The materials we use to produce semi-finished
products often come in big blocks. With our
band and jet cutters, we can handle and cut ma-
terial up to a height of 1,000 mm. With our wire
and annular saws, we can also cut components
measuring up to 200 mm in diameter. 

When it comes to the production of semi-finis-
hed wafer products, we offer customers espe-
cially economical cutting techniques that keep
material loss to a minimum. With our CNC ma-
chining centers, we can produce components
measuring up to 2,550 x 650 x 200 mm or 700 mm
in diameter. On the other hand, we can also de-
liver much smaller components – all the way
down to 3 x 3 x 1 mm.

From



220 nm

Original size: 50 x 50 mm

A question of coating
Coatings for different glass substrates have long

been one of our core areas of expertise. As a re-

sult, we can offer our customers the best possi-

ble process for the specific spectral charac-

teristics of the materials they choose. Customers

can choose from coatings with UV, IR and anti-

reflex or polarization and interference filters as

well as other possibilities. 

Mirrors are also available for laser and cold light

applications as well as for visible light, IR and

UV.

For example



364 different types

Everything that’s important And more.
We maintain an extensive inventory and are of-

ficial Corning distributor for HPFS 7980 and ULE

7972 synthetic quartz glass. We stock optical

glasses from Schott and Ohara, filter glass from

Schott, borosilicate glasses, synthetic quartz

glasses from j-plasma, Tosoh and Heraeus,

natural quartz and glass ceramics (e.g., Zerodur

from Schott, Clearceram from Ohara) as well as

products from other manufacturers of specialty

glass. That means we can meet virtually any

needs quickly and on time.
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DOCTER®OPTICS SE

Straße der Deutschen Einheit 6
07819 Triptis
Germany

Tel. : +49 36481 27-350
Fax:  +49 36481 27-369

egs@docteroptics.com

Headquarters

DOCTER®OPTICS SE

Mittelweg 29
07806 Neustadt an der Orla
Germany

Tel. :+49 36481 27-0
Fax: +49 36481 27-270

info@docteroptics.com
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